Family Meditation
On a beautiful, almost-springlike Sunday morning, I pull up to the elegant NW Washington home and
notice that the storm door is propped open. I smile to myself because I interpret this as a sign of
welcome anticipation for our appointment. There's no ringer on this house so I knock...and knock
again....and finally just give it a good whack. That seems to work because I hear sounds of someone
hurrying down the hallway, and finally a slightly breathless woman, Anika, opens the door and greets
me with flustered apologies and clouds of bacon smells wafting all around her.
“Oh my gosh, we forgot about today! Please come in, would you like some tea? Noah isn't here, he had
an overnight with a friend. Oh dear!” Anika's husband, Myles, joins us in the hallway, smiling a little
sheepishly at having forgotten our weekly meditation date.
These two young DC professionals are successful, busy, and dedicated to their two children, age 12 and
8. They also juggle trips to see their aging parents, who live far away and are beginning to have more
medical and care needs. With a full work schedule, including a lot of travel for Myles, and all of their
multi-generational family responsibilities, you could say that they're a pretty typical Washington
family.
Their oldest child, Noah, expressed interest in meditation after some sessions were offered at his
school. He is an exceptional child, bright and friendly, a music student who practices his instrument an
hour every day, and is well-rounded and well-spoken. At the same time, he is still a natural and tender
child. His parents are very aware of the depths of the tradition of meditation and they sought out a
teacher who could work with their family. While they are doing this primarily for their son, they join
our sessions both to support him and to learn the skill themselves. And the benefits to their overall
family culture are enormous.
“It's no problem, don't worry,” I say to them, suggesting we just skip this session and meet next week.
But they insist on having our session anyway, with just the three of us. So they scurry around,
rearranging a space, getting their other child situated (she opts out of meditation so far, but will come in
when lured by the short videos I sometimes play about how mindfulness is being taught in schools and
other related topics). They are slightly mortified by the weekend state of their house, continuing to
apologize for what they call a mess but what I assure them is really a very cheerful mess.
We eventually settle down—Myles and I on cushions on the floor, Anika on a chair—and arrive.
Whew.
Meditation always feels like that: “Whew, I made it!” I call that “arriving.” Our lives can be so busy,
in all of our different ways, that it's hard to stop our forward (and often hamster-wheel-like)
momentum. Sometimes it can feel almost impossible to step out of our habitual routines of mental and
physical occupation with something. While we all have the natural ability to deliberately focus our
attention, all too often our minds lapse into what neuroscientists call our default mode, those
unconscious ruts of inner dialogue, rumination, reaction, and just plain “spacing out.” So spending a
little time each day practicing mindfulness strengthens our ability to be present and to notice more

frequently when we're not. And what could be more important than being present in the present, where
we're actually living? Once you get this point, mindfulness practice becomes as basic and necessary as
physical exercise, eating well, sleeping enough, and all of the basic skills you need to lead a conscious
and full life.
For children, mindfulness practice is proving to expand social and emotional awareness and improve
students’ academic performance. It helps them to settle down at the beginning of the day or week, after
recess, and between subjects. It is also having a significant effect on discipline issues and detention
rates in schools where it is integrated into the overall culture of the school. Perhaps most importantly,
helping children become familiar with the feeling of being self-contained—sitting quietly, feeling their
own breathing, tuning in to how they feel, and learning acceptance of their ups and downs—empowers
them to appreciate who they are, as they are. The basis of mindfulness practice is acceptance and
curiosity, an alert openness that reminds us again and again that we're right here, between the earth and
the sky, and that's good and fine even if we're feeling emotional. And we quickly and naturally begin to
realize that we're all in the same boat, which is the basis for empathy.
The main empowerment that comes about through mindfulness practice is awareness of our habitual
reactions. We begin to notice more often how something is affecting us before we mindlessly,
automatically react to it. This gives us more agency in our lives and helps interrupt cycles of confusion
or aggression, no matter our age. Teachers who can work with students from this basis realize
significant shifts in the environment of their classrooms and the ability of their students to work
together and feel more relaxed and happy.
***
There are many skillful techniques for teaching mindfulness to children. Here are a few basic ones:
Mindfulness of Breathing
Mindful breathing calms our stress response, sending a signal to the brain that we're not in danger. It
also helps develop self-awareness and strengthen attention. Start with just a minute or two of mindful
breathing, asking the children to sit with their eyes closed or open, whichever they feel comfortable
with. Starting with a resonating sound, like a gong, engages them in mindful listening and helps them
to settle into silence. They will easily build up to a few minutes, with interspersed guidance during that
time. They can put their hands on their bellies and feel the movement of breathing. They can feel the
air coming in and out of their noses. Encourage them to relax, to bring their attention back to their
breath, and to let their thoughts drift away like clouds in the open sky. Counting breaths can also give a
busy mind a little more of a handle, or project, for staying with the breathing.
The practice is the same for adults, but with children it's even more important to have short sessions
that they can enjoy and feel good about. In post-meditation, there are quick breathing practices they
can use to help calm down, like “PBS: Pause-Breathe-Smile,” or to check in with how they're feeling,
like “SOS: Stop-Observe-Start Again” (my own invention). These are equally effective for adults,
because they are great tools to help us slow down and remember where we are, and to touch in with
how we are. The essence of all of this is gentleness and nonjudgment.

Mindfulness of Our Senses
Appreciating silence helps us to pay more attention to what's going on around us. Starting with a few
moments of silence, ask the children to mentally identify five things they can hear, listening to all of
the layers of sound, from obvious to subtle. Then move to feeling, noticing five places your body is
feeling something, either internally (like a feeling in your throat or stomach, or a pain or itch
somewhere) or where your body is making contact with itself or with the floor or furniture. Finally,
opening the eyes, select five things you can see without looking around too much, holding your eyes
steady. You can also do a mindful eating exercise with something simple, like apple slices or M&M's,
which is always fun. After these exercises it's good to let the children (and adults) describe their
experience, because everyone notices (and doesn't notice) different things—very interesting!
Mindfulness of Emotions
Naming how we feel can help give us more perspective and shift our internal state. So instead of just
being anxious, for example, it's possible to step back and notice that we're feeling anxious. Being
conscious, or mindful, of how we're feeling allows us to feel and acknowledge the emotion instead of
being controlled by it. It allows us to cradle the feeling with kindness and step away from our usual
cycle of reaction, without trying to push the emotion away.
One way I like to do this is to ask everyone to describe how they're feeling in weather-related terms—a
raw overcast day, or a beautiful sparkly spring day. This kind of contemplation helps us all to expand
our awareness and emotional vocabulary. And it’s absolutely mind-boggling to hear the insight and
creativity in people’s responses. It's also interesting to close a session with the same question to see
how feelings may have shifted, asking students to visualize their first image and imagine it settling
down a little, or brightening up, if they can, joining it with how they feel now. Again, the point really is
self-empathy, learning how to be gently and powerfully present with all of our ups and downs, not
trying to reject them but developing more awareness and an ability to be present with whatever happens
to be going on.
Practicing Kindness
Self-empathy naturally expands to noticing how others are feeling. Practicing kindness is a form of
mindfulness because we deliberately pay attention to others and make a conscious effort to extend
ourselves in some way. It helps us to be more awake in our lives because it takes us out of our more
mindless, habitual patterns. We can do this internally just by making a deliberate effort to notice
people and imagine how they're feeling and what their lives may be like. This can be an exercise using
pictures or talking about someone in school (or work) who is a bully, perhaps, or someone who is
bullied.
Performing acts of kindness makes us feel good and helps others. Each time we remember our
intention to be deliberately kind or helpful, we increase our awareness of what's going on around us as
well as our feeling of empowerment that we can choose our actions. Children and adults can decide to
do at least one helpful or kind thing each day, and notice how it feels. These acts can be as seemingly
small as smiling at someone, holding a door, or letting someone go in front of you, up to bigger actions
like talking to someone who seems alone, making food for someone, or sticking up for someone who is
being bullied. These acts have powerful effects on ourselves and on everyone they ripple out to.

Contemplating Interconnectedness
The Vietnamese Buddhist teacher Thich Nhat Hanh says that if you look closely, you will see a cloud
floating in a sheet of paper. Without a cloud, there will be no rain to make the trees grow, and without
trees, we can't make paper. Looking at objects in this way is an awareness practice, opening the mind
to a larger perspective and a greater appreciation for the ordinary magic all around us. This can be a
nice way for a family to start a meal together, thinking of some of the endless things that had to come
together to bring the food to their plates.
***
When I arrive the next week, everyone is scrubbed and ready to go. The younger sibling reluctantly
stays for two very short videos about meditation I've selected, completely captivated for those four
minutes before squiggling away again. The rest of us sit quietly for a few moments and then begin by
describing how we're feeling in weather-related language. Everyone laughs when Myles says he feels
like a hurricane that isn't sure if it's going to make landfall or stay out to sea. Anika feels like a
tornado, out of control with so many things to do. Noah and I both feel similar, like the foggy and
slightly prickly cold weather outside.
I realize I forgot my gong, so Myles quickly finds a good one on the internet and, as I lead us into the
meditation, I give Noah a signal when to “ring” it. It turns out to be a beautifully sustained, minutelong series of sounds, which we all enjoy silently.
After our simple body scan and guided meditation, I read them a passage from one of the many
wonderful books about meditation, and we talk about how learning this practice is like learning any
new skill. Similar to the beginning stages of playing an instrument or driving a car, mindfulness
meditation requires instruction from someone who is experienced in both the theory and the practice,
and then the student must practice it again and again until it becomes familiar and coordinated. The
awareness practiced in formal meditation—of our bodies, of our thought processes and emotions, of
where we are and what we're doing, of what's going on around us—begins to seep into our daily lives,
helping us to be more conscious and engaged.
Myles asks me how he can practice this when his work doesn't seem to allow any time for meditation,
especially when he's traveling. I assure him that doing our weekly sessions gives a good ground for
remembering mindfulness in all kinds of situations, and we can all also benefit by pausing and noticing
where we are and what we're feeling whenever we have little moments like waiting for an elevator,
getting our coffee (smell the aroma, feel the heat, notice how you're feeling while you're going through
the ritual), driving, opening our computer, or beginning a meal. The essence of mindfulness is
remembering: waking up from our habits and remembering we're here, and being curious about what's
going on in that situation. And remembering our breathing, which is also happening in this present
moment.
We close by recalling our weather systems and then contemplating them silently for a few moments to
see if we still feel the same. Myles remains concerned about his hurricane but appreciates the time we
had as a “calm before the storm,” which helps him feel a little less tense. Anika feels that her tornado
has actually lost some of its steam and doesn't feel quite so out of control. Noah and I both feel that our
prickly dark weather has lightened up a little, which is interesting. We make plans to be in touch in the

coming week because our schedules, always challenging, are throwing in a couple of extra potential
conflicts. We laugh as we realize that this is an opportunity to pause, breathe, and smile.
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